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ÿþLook for converse shoes size these now at select retailers including Primitive.Converse Jack Purcell
Ox | Black / Purple Jun 10, 2011 Converse Jack Purcell Ox | Black / Purple Available now via select
accounts is this new colorway in the timeless Converse Jack Purcell Ox. The low-top silhouette sports a
black suede construction, along with minimal purple accents, including the contrast stitching and tongue
branding. Other features include a classic rubber toe, metal shoe-lacing eyelets, and a white sole. You
can pick them up now at select shops including Los Angeles-based Primitive.  

The sneaker comes in either low or high with Black / Blue or Grey / White being the color options and
they are also lined in terry cloth for that added touch of comfort. Look for them now at Washington DC
based Major, but be sure to get there fast, as they are limited to 150 pairs in the United States.Super
Mario Bros. x Converse Chuck Taylor All Star Packaging May 19, custom converse 2011 Super Mario
Bros. x Converse Chuck Taylor All Star â¬ � Packaging Those of you who were considering copping the
Super Mario Bros. x Converse Chuck Taylor All Star just got your deal sweetened a bit.  

This colorway features a suede and nylon build with both the heel and toe being converse all star done
in the rugged Black material. Charcoal midpanels bounce off of the stark White outsole very well making
this one very easy on the eyes. The shoe sports a style that is very casual and unmistakeably all its own.
These are available now at select retailers.Converse Chuck Taylor Clean CVO Ox Grey May 17, 2011
Converse Chuck Taylor Clean CVO Ox - Grey In direct contrast to the Converse Chuck Taylor Chuck
Taylor All Star Hi that we just saw in gleaming White comes this pair of Converse Chuck Taylor Clean
CVO Ox s.  

It looks like Converse has offered up its classic silhouette as a womens converse gleaming colorway that
s perfect for customizers or customers.The sneakers are devoid of any color anywhere but their real
draw comes in the form of the materials used. The sneaker is done with a full grain leather upper that is
as crisp as ever. The vulcanized sole and toe cap are also dipped in White right along with the medial
logo and laces. These are available at select retailers now.Converse Chuck Taylor All Star Leather
HiWhite$80Converse First String Jack Purcell Johnny Weld Pack May 14, 2011 Converse First String
Jack Purcell Johnny Weld Pack The Jack Purcell can t help being retro.  

Look for them at select retailers now.Converse First String Jack Purcell Johnny Weld Pack Converse
CVO S Mid White May 13, 2011 Converse CVO Mid White Originally, Converse created the CVO S Mid
for skateboarding use, but the silhouette has become a quite popular casual shoe. Besides, what person
in their right mind would want to soil this clean, intriguing pair. The version shown here is perfect for the
approaching summer months, as it features an all white canvas upper and matching vulc sole, which is
separated by simple black ribbing. This multifaceted sneaker is available now at DQM for $60.  

The lines on this sneaker really does the trick when it comes converse chuck taylor to giving them that
retro feel. The Converse Fast Break Pro Leather Mid is available now at select retailers.Converse Fast
Break Pro Leather MidWhite / Navy UNDFTD x Converse Chuck Taylor Ballistic � May 12, 2011
UNDFTD x Converse Chuck Taylor â¬ S�Ballisticâ¬ � The UNDFTD x Converse collaboration we spoke
of a few days ago has finally been revealed. The boutique went with the classic silhouette that is the
Chuck Taylor but they definitely put a new spin on it.The UNDFTD x Converse Chuck Taylor Ballistic is
crafted of http://www.adonairoofing.com/images/shoes/converse-430jnp.jpg a ballistic nylon mesh for
most of its construction.
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